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Abstract: Freeze Foaming is a direct foaming method that aims at manufacturing ceramic cellular
scaffolds for diverse applications. Next to porous structures for a potential use as refractories,
the focus lies on potential bone replacement material. The main challenge of this foaming method
is to achieve a homogeneous and predictable pore morphology. That is why, in a current project,
the authors report on the pore morphology formation and evolution of the foaming process by
means of nondestructive testing. This contribution primarily compares the effect of the suspension’s
temperature on the resulting foam structure (foaming at 5 and 40 ◦C). As a basis for computed
tomographic analysis, a stable and reproducible model suspension was developed that resulted in
reproducible foam structures. Characterized by viscosity, foam structure analyses and foaming rate,
the resulting Freeze Foams became adjustable with regards to their porosity and pore shape/size.
Under certain conditions, we succeeded in achieving a relatively homogeneous pore structure,
as proven by computed tomography-derived quantitative analysis.

Keywords: Freeze Foaming; bioceramics; foaming process; computed tomography; none destructive
testing; cellular ceramics

1. Introduction

1.1. The Freeze-Foaming Process and Recent Achievements

The Freeze-Foaming process can be classified into direct foaming methods in which suspensions
are foamed either by turbulent mixing with surfactants [1] or by in situ gas and vapor developing
reactions [2,3]. The two other industrially relevant techniques are based on polyurethane (PU)
foam replication, i.e., the Replica/Schwartzwalder approach [4], and pore forming substances, e.g.,
polymeric beads, starch, carbon black, wax or sawdust [5,6]. Polymeric scaffolds and pore formers
later need to be burned out in order to achieve the desired porous body. No burnout of organic
volatile pore formers and polymer scaffolds is needed with so-called Freeze Foaming, which allows
the direct foaming of almost any desired material (diverse ceramics, metals, etc.) as long as it can be
prepared as an aqueous suspension. The Freeze-Foaming process is triggered by ambient pressure
reduction of an aqueous suspension in a freeze dryer. The applied vacuum initiates an inflation of the
suspension medium by rising processing air and water vapor. During this foaming step, only a couple
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of seconds long, the Freeze Foam’s macroporosity evolves (foam cell development). Further foaming
takes place with the aqueous system moving along the vapor–liquid equilibrium line towards the triple
point (referring to the p,T-diagram of water). After crossing the triple point, the generated protofoam
instantaneously freezes and dries via sublimation [7,8]. This freezing step can result in cryogenic
structures (discussed in more detail in [9]) similar to typical freeze cast structures [10,11] and accounts
for the microporosity of foamed structures. Therefore, the Freeze Foam’s only pore formers are rising
bubbles of processing air and water vapor as well as sublimated frozen water. After debindering and
sintering, the particularly typical ceramic properties can be achieved.

The manifold possibilities concerning material choice and, up until now, basic opportunities
to tune the overall porosity of Freeze Foams, allowed the development of potential insulating
refractory bricks made of mullite. It has been shown that, by altering the amount of binder,
surfactant, solid content and suspension temperature, a different pore morphology as well as different
thermomechanical characteristics can be achieved [12]. The conclusion had been reached that
manufacturing refractory bricks by this method is within reach. Although only at a small batch
scale, especially near net shaped complex structures (Figure 1) were obtained. Further research has
been undertaken concerning the material composition, but adjustment of the optimal pore size is the
most crucial variable for sophisticated application.
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Figure 1. Near net-shaped mullite refractory brick by Freeze Foaming.

The main interest, though, lies in the sector of biomedical technology. With changing the material
to bioceramics, the field of synthetic implants and bone replacement material is being addressed.
Mainly open porous and interconnected cellular structures have been achieved, which are applicable as
biocompatible components when made of hydroxyapatite (HAp), ZrO2 or a composite mixture [13–15].
Recent research is concerned with a hybrid shaping method: First, three-dimensional, complex-shaped
hollow shell geometries are manufactured, for instance by Additive Manufacturing processes. In a
second step, those shell structures are filled with a ceramic suspension with the Freeze-Foaming
process commenced in situ. That process allows for connecting porous/cellular features provided
by the Freeze Foaming with the dense and complex features provided by 3D printing methods like
LCM (Lithography-based Ceramic Manufacturing). Bioactive femoral bone model demonstrators
and dense-porous segmental components (Figure 2) were successfully co-sintered to one composite
part [16,17]. This hybrid shaping technology therefore offers a wide range of application potential for
personalized and surface customizable implant structures for application in the field of biomedical
technology and engineering.

However, Freeze Foaming and hybrid shaping so far do not exceed the laboratory scale. Upscaling
this process requires large batches of reproducible ceramic suspensions. Applications require cellular
scaffolds to either have a closed or open as well as often homogeneous pore morphology in order to
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provide the targeted properties in a predictable manner. With regard to refractories, homogeneously
distributed small pores of typically closed porosity (in the range of 100 nm to 1 mm for proper isolation
capability) are required [18]. In contrast, bioceramic scaffolds for bone replacement material require
sufficiently large pores (at least 100–500 µm) for cell attachment [19,20], interconnectivity [21] and
microporosity [11], as well a general porosity greater than 40% [22–24]. Thus, Freeze Foaming indeed
allows for producing open and microporous, as well as interconnected scaffolds. From the example
in Figure 2, though, it becomes obvious that cellular Freeze Foams are typically heterogeneous.
This makes estimations and assessments of the reproducibility of biocompatibility or mechanical
strength very difficult.Ceramics 2018, 1, x FOR PEER REVIEW  3 of 20 
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Intense basic research into Freeze Foaming’s principles with a consideration of the material
and processing aspects is needed. A material preparation and process approach must be found that
allows for a controlled tuning of the pore morphology and evaluation of pore evolving activities by
monitoring the foaming process itself. One solution that allows insights into processes and influence
on materials is being provided by computed tomography (CT), which has become a sophisticated
tool for improved damage and degradation analyses as well as structural evaluations in the field of
material sciences [25–28].

Already detailed in the previous contribution [9], CT analyses were used for the first time to
monitor the Freeze-Foaming process and allow for evaluation of foam structuring phenomena. The first
results report the successful manufacturing of a model suspension, of reproducible foam structures
foamed at room temperature and the dependence of the porosity, pore size and the shape from
the pressure reduction rate of the freeze dryer used. In addition, the first indications of a strong
influence of the amount of water with regard to the abundance of occurring cryogenic structures were
discovered. The task of the related project’s next period was to vary the suspension temperature
and monitor the tempered suspension’s foaming behavior as well as evaluate the resulting pore
morphologies. Reproducible ceramic cellular structures were created with 5 ◦C and 40 ◦C tempered
suspensions. The focus was not on achieving one defined pore size but rather observing and clarifying
the phenomena of the Freeze-Foaming process. Since biomaterial application is one of the higher aims,
hydroxyapatite was used, which is well known for its similarities to the mineral fraction of bone and
its high osteoconductive potential [29–31]. We aimed at reaching a pore size of around 100–700 µm as
well as a distribution of pores that was as homogenous as possible. The porosity should be greater
than 40% in order to achieve pore morphologic properties that generally meet the requirements for
bone replacement material, as stated above. Since only the green state of manufactured Freeze Foams
directly reflects the foaming process’s effects on the foam structure, the present contribution focuses
on green-state ceramic material only. Analyses of the debinded and sintered foams will follow as soon
as the results are available.
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2. Materials and Methods

Hydroxyapatite (Sigma-Aldrich now Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany; BET = 70.01 m2/g,
d50 = 2.64 µm) was chosen as the raw material. The ceramic suspensions consist of water, Dolapix
CE 64 (Co. Zschimmer & Schwarz Mohsdorf GmbH & Co. KG, Burgstädt, Germany) as dispersing
agent, the ceramic powder, polyvinyl alcohol as binder and a rheological modifier (Tafigel PUR40,
Co. Münzing Chemie GmbH, Heilbronn, Germany). The following processing route was conducted:
Deionized water was mixed manually with 2 vol % dispersing agent. Subsequently, hydroxyapatite was
added (28 vol %), followed by the polyvinyl alcoholic binder (as 13% aqueous solution) and 8 vol %
rheological modifier. To pre-mix binder and powder, all components were first stirred manually
and afterwards transferred into a centrifugal vacuum mixer (ARV310, Thinky Corporation, Fukuoka,
Japan). In order to disperse the particles and reduce agglomeration the mixture was exposed to a high
stirring rate (2000 rpm, mixing time 2 × 1 min, with 3 ZrO2 mixing spheres of 10 mm diameter).
Afterwards, the suspensions were filled into specific molds and transferred to the freeze dryer
(Lyo Alpha 2-4, LSCplus, Co. Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode, Germany) for
Freeze Foaming.

For achieving Freeze Foams that have been foamed with a 40 ◦C tempered suspension,
the following sequence was conducted: While mixing the suspension in the vacuum mixer, the
foaming molds (cylindrical shape, 14 mm diameter × 20 mm height) were preheated standing in a
closed box, which floated in a 45 ◦C tempered water bath. After suspension preparation, each mold
was then filled with the same amount of suspension (2 g) and returned to the preheated and lockable
box. After filling (by injection through a die with the same diameter as the cylinder) all rubber molds,
they were left in the closed box at 45 ◦C water temperature for 40 min to eventually reach 40 ◦C
suspension temperature in every mold (measured by a digital thermometer). All molds were then
transferred to the freeze dryer and foamed at once. Two thermal elements were used to monitor the
suspension temperature throughout the whole foaming process.

For achieving Freeze Foams that have been foamed with a 5 ◦C tempered suspension, the rubber
molds (same as above) were filled with the ceramic suspension and transferred to a freezing chamber
(12 min dwelling time at −23 ◦C) prior to being foamed in the freeze dryer. Again, two thermal
elements were used to monitor the suspension temperature throughout the whole foaming process.

All suspensions were characterized by determining the solid content (moisture measurement:
MA 100 Sartorius at 110 ◦C, Sartorius Lab Instruments GmbH & Co. KG, Goettingen, Germany) and
viscosity (MCR 302, Anton Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria; plate-plate rotation and housing for controlled
heat treatment at 5 and 40 ◦C).

For microstructure analysis the resulting Freeze Foams were characterized by SEM (Ultra 55,
Co. Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).

By measuring the height and diameter on three different foam positions of six Freeze Foams each
(foamed at 5 and 40 ◦C) and deriving the average, geometrical porosities were calculated according to:

P = 1 − (ρth/ρbulk). (1)

2.1. CT Evaluation Procedure

The following CT-derived results and statements to homogeneity mainly refer to the macropores
(>50 µm) of Freeze Foams, its foam cells, which are the result of rising air and water vapor.
Four green-state foams each obtained from 5 ◦C and 40 ◦C tempered suspensions were analyzed.
Due to resolution restrictions, the apparent micropores are not part of the CT evaluation and rather
are detailed in the SEM images. In this subsection we explain how to progress from the reconstructed
CT volume to the defect analysis resulting in porosity and level of interconnection (see results in
Section 3.2), followed by the foam structure analysis resulting in pore size and strut thicknesses
distribution and directional variability of the foam cell volume (see results in Section 3.2.3).
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For CT a FCTS 160—IS (Fa. FineTec FineFocus Technologies GmbH, Garbsen, Germany) was
used, located at the TUD-ILK, Dresden, Germany. The allocation of three-dimensional (3D) volumetric
pore morphology information was managed by using VGStudio Max v3.0 (Volume Graphics GmbH,
Heidelberg, Germany [32]) allowing access to volume-based data like porosity, pore size distribution
and visualization of the foam volume. The CT measurements were performed with the parameters
given in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters for CT measurements.

Tube Voltage Tube Current Detector Voxel Size Focus Size

40 kV 180 µA Flat panel detector 11.7 µm 4 µm

Using VGStudio Max, we quantified pore morphology data of scanned foams (Figure 3, top left)
as also detailed in [9]: First a three-dimensional “Region of Interest” (ROI) is defined and the surface
determined by automatic software-assisted grey value analyses (definition of pores, material and
material surface; Figure 3, top right). A subsequent defect analysis shows the identified foam cells
marked in yellow (Figure 3, bottom left). By multiplying the number of voxels with the grey value
belonging to air by the volume of a single voxel, the total volume of defects (Vdef) and the volume of
every single identified defect are obtained. Hence, the obtained porosity can be defined as the ratio of
Vdef to the volume of the ROI (VROI). The level of interconnection among foam cells is represented by
the ratio of maximum defect volume Vmax and volume VROI [25].
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As a last step, the foam structure analysis module is used to separate foam cells that are connected
by a cell window (Figure 3, bottom right). A high cell volume corresponds to red and a low volume
to blue.

Foam structure analysis requires a segmentation threshold. Its determination was carried out as
accurately as possible (adjusted so that small pores remain visible and larger pores are not segmented
into smaller ones). That allows for first determining the distribution of strut thicknesses and, secondly,
the pore size distribution of manufactured Freeze Foams by transforming the resulting foam cell
volume Vfc to the equivalent diameter d by the equation:

d = (6Vfc/π)1/3. (2)

2.1.1. Quantifying Foam Homogeneity

VGStudio Max 3.0 offers an analysis of the directional variability of foam cell volume. That
allows us to gain direction-dependent spatial information about the foam cell size—from bottom to top
(i.e., in the foaming direction) and from left to right (perpendicular to the foaming direction). Hence,
both directions together provide information about the homogeneity of the foam volume.

With this data we carried out a trend analysis by slicing the foam volume into planes perpendicular
to the corresponding analysis direction (in the foaming direction or perpendicular to the foaming
direction) with a distance of 0.02 mm from each other. The volume (3D) of all foam cells that lie in the
corresponding plane (e.g., z) is averaged (Vfc(z)).

We furthermore calculated a parameter for the homogeneity of a Freeze Foam’s pore morphology
by considering the progression of Vfc as the profile of the foam’s pore morphology—specifically, the cell
volume—analogously to the roughness of a surface. According to DIN EN ISO 4287 [33], the following
steps are executed: First, we determine the midline of the considered pore morphology profile Vfc(z).

With the help of Equation (3)—(Figure 4, solid line)

Vfc0 = Vfc − (Vfc
min + Vfc

max)/2 (3)

—Vfc(z) is transferred to the actual profile Vfc0(z). This allows us to calculate the arithmetic average
Vfca of the profile ordinate Vfc0 as a parameter for the homogeneity of Freeze Foams by deriving the
absolute value |Vfc0(z)| (Figure 4, dotted line) and integrating to:

Vfca = 1/h
∫

0
h|Vfc0(z)|dz. (4)
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A high Vfca corresponds to a large variability in foam cell volume and, hence, stands for
a heterogeneous foam structure. In contrast, a low Vfca corresponds to a more homogeneous
pore morphology.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Reproducibility of Freeze Foams

According to the procedure depicted in Section 2, suspensions were prepared, tempered and
characterized. The following graph (Figure 5) illustrates the viscosity curves of 5 and 40 ◦C tempered
suspensions (measured with three suspensions each). As expected, the curve at 5 ◦C progresses above
the 40 ◦C curve.
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Those suspensions were then used for Freeze Foaming. As a result, we were able to achieve
a series of reproducible Freeze Foams foamed at 5 ◦C and 40 ◦C, proven by measurements of solid
content and geometrical porosity (Table 2).

Table 2. Reproducibility of suspensions and Freeze Foams (green state). 1

Suspension’s Temperature (◦C) Solid Content (wt %) Geometrical Porosity (%)

5 62.7 (SD = 0.7) 81.1 (SD = 0.9)
40 63.4 (SD = 0.4) 79.9 (SD = 1.2)
1 Five suspensions, six Freeze Foams each; SD = standard deviation.

In order to quantify the actual foaming, we introduce the foaming degree f as the quotient from
suspension/foam volume at a specific pressure/time VS(t) divided by the volume V0 at the beginning:

f (t) = VS(t)/V0. (5)

Furthermore, we determined the foaming rate (time derivative of f (t)). Both parameters are
illustrated in Figure 6. For measurements, test glasses were filled with approximately 2 mL suspension
tempered at 5 and 40 ◦C. Both tempered suspensions were then freeze-foamed in the freeze dryer.
The ambient pressure in the freeze dryer was lowered in specific pressure steps and the according volume
Vs(t) read from the test glasses followed by calculation of f (t) by Equation (5). Table 3 summarizes the
pressure values applied during the Freeze-Foaming process for both tempered suspensions and allows
us to evaluate the individual foaming behavior (e.g., maximum foaming rate).
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Table 3. Freeze Foaming pressure values characterizing the foaming behavior. 2

Suspension’s
Temperature (◦C)

Pressure at Beginning
of Foaming (mbar)

Pressure at Maximum
Foaming Rate (mbar)

Pressure at end of
Foaming (mbar)

5 500 40–60 10
40 400 80–100 60

2 Based on four suspension/Freeze Foams each.

Corresponding to Table 3, Figure 6 also clearly shows that the foaming of 40 ◦C tempered
suspensions finishes earlier when compared to 5 ◦C foamed suspensions (60 vs. 10 mbar). Additionally,
it takes place at a much higher rate (0.045 1/s). Suspensions foamed at 40 ◦C already reach
their maximum after 30 s (at 80–100 mbar), whereas suspensions foamed at 5 ◦C reach their
maximum—continuously foaming—after only 70 s (at 40–60 mbar). The reason for the fast kinetics
of the 40 ◦C suspension foaming is the increased water vapor partial pressure due to the higher
temperature as well as the lower viscosity. The 5 ◦C foamed suspensions reach their maximum
foaming rate at a low applied pressure due to the higher viscosity and lower water vapor partial
pressure (and therefore a lower driving force).

3.2. Foam Cell Analyses via CT Evaluation

As detailed at the end of Section 2, the green foams were analyzed via CT at the TUD-ILK and later
evaluated with VGStudio Max v3.0 to visualize and quantify pore morphology data of scanned foams.

3.2.1. Defect Analyses

The results of the defect analysis are summarized in Tables 4 and 5. The ROI of obtained Freeze
Foams covers approximately 95% (5 ◦C foamed) and 87% (40 ◦C foamed), respectively, of the overall
foam volume. Therefore, it represents the foam volume well. The calculated mean porosity of 5 ◦C
foamed structures (Table 4, 53%) is 5% higher than 40 ◦C foamed samples (Table 5, 48%). This correlates
with the higher foaming degree of 5 ◦C observed in Section 3.1 (Figure 6). In comparison with the
geometrical porosities of Table 2, the defect analyses-derived porosity is lower. This difference is due
to the limitation in CT resolution: micropores were not detected.
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Table 4. Defect analyses of 5 ◦C foamed structures. 3

5 ◦C_1 5 ◦C_2 5 ◦C_3 5 ◦C_4 Mean SD

Vfoam (mm3) 2312.41 2449.55 2371.95 2507.32 2410 86
VROI (mm3) 2152.95 2350.73 2256.80 2402.62 2291 110

Vmater (mm3) 1021.58 1084.46 1091.48 1148.10 1086 52
Vdef (mm3) 1131.37 1266.27 1165.32 1254.52 1204 66
Porosity (%) 52.6 53.9 51.6 52.2 53 0,9
Vmax (mm3) 1125.67 1259.81 1159.93 1247.70 1198 66

N 5430 6587 4826 6944 5947 988
Vmax/Vdef (%) 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 0.03

3 Vfoam: Geometrically measured volume of Freeze Foams, VROI: Volume of the defined ROIs, Vmater: Total volume
of material, Vdef: Total defect volume (i.e., total foam cell volume), Vmax: Maximum defect volume, N: Number of
detected defects.

Table 5. Defect analyses of 40 ◦C foamed structures. 3

40 ◦C_1 40 ◦C_2 40 ◦C_3 40 ◦C_4 Mean SD

Vfoam (mm3) 1836.89 1800.82 1757.04 1884.67 1820 54
VROI (mm3) 1385.70 1652.22 1614.18 1641.88 1573 126

Vmater (mm3) 667.69 868.11 834.18 917.66 822 108
Vdef (mm3) 718.01 784.11 780.00 724.22 752 35
Porosity (%) 51.8 47.5 48.3 44.1 48 3,2
Vmax (mm3) 714.44 778.63 775.63 719.37 747 35

N 6006 7177 6162 5715 6265 636
Vmax/Vdef (%) 99.5 99.3 99.4 99.3 99.4 0.09

3 Vfoam: Geometrically measured volume of Freeze Foams, VROI: Volume of the defined ROIs, Vmater: Total volume
of material, Vdef: Total defect volume (i.e., total foam cell volume), Vmax: Maximum defect volume, N: Number of
detected defects.

With regard to the level of interconnectivity, 5 ◦C as well as 40 ◦C foamed structures are
interconnected to 99% (Table 4, Vmax/Vdef (%)). However, this result is not representative of the
permeability of the Freeze Foams because neither the average number of connections to neighboring
cells nor the cell window size was determined by VGStudio Max.

3.2.2. Foam Structure Analyses

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the segmentation threshold for foam structure analysis was adjusted
to be as correct as possible. Figure 7 shows the segmented foam cells. For 5 ◦C foamed structures it was
adjusted to 50% (Figure 7A,C) and for 40 ◦C foamed structures to 95% (Figure 7B,D). The threshold
increase for the 40 ◦C foamed structures was necessary because their very irregular foam cells would
have been segmented otherwise.

Figure 8 shows the results of the foam structure analysis exerted on the struts. Highlighted in
rainbow colors are the struts of the 5 ◦C foamed structures (Figure 8A,C) and the 40 ◦C foamed
structures (Figure 8B,D). Thin struts are marked in blue, with thicker struts in yellow to red.
Quantitative data are represented in Figure 9 (right-hand side) and Table 6.
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structures. Slices are taken from the middle of the foam volume.
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Figure 9. Pore size distribution (A) and distribution of strut thickness (B) of 5 ◦C and 40 ◦C foamed
scaffolds (derived from four foams each).

Table 6. Foam structure analyses-derived dmedian and stmean of 5 ◦C and 40 ◦C foamed Freeze Foams.

Sample dmedian (µm) Mean (µm) SD (µm) stmean (µm) Mean (µm) SD (µm)

5 ◦C_1 226

231 5

219

215 6
5 ◦C_2 230 208
5 ◦C_3 236 221
5 ◦C_4 234 212
40 ◦C_1 724

728 43

257

269 10
40 ◦C_2 711 281
40 ◦C_3 789 266
40 ◦C_4 690 271

Figure 9 details the pore size distribution (left) and strut thickness distribution (right) of the
obtained Freeze Foams. With regard to the pore size distribution, the 5 ◦C Freeze Foams feature a
monomodal distribution with a maximum peak around 230 µm. The 40 ◦C Freeze Foams likewise
feature a mainly monomodal distribution with the main peak around 800 µm and a small peak at
around 160 µm. The large foam cells are suggested to have formed by strong coalescence; the small
pores probably represent only slightly coalesced foam cells. In general, 40 ◦C foamed structures exhibit
much wider distribution with small pores (30–200 µm). They are less in abundance compared to the
5 ◦C foamed Foams, because destabilizing effects (e.g., coalescence and Ostwald ripening) cause them
to become larger during the foaming. This behavior is due to the lower viscosity of the suspension
(see Figure 5). The width of both progressions furthermore indicates a certain heterogeneity in pore
morphology, which is higher when foaming at 40 ◦C.

With regard to the strut thickness distribution, the 5 ◦C Freeze Foams feature a slightly narrower
distribution than the 40 ◦C foams. For 40 ◦C foams, the standard deviation of the relative abundance
is much higher, which indicates that the foam structure is less reproducible than that of 5 ◦C foams.
Nevertheless, it can be stated that the strut thickness in 5 ◦C foams is slightly thinner.

Table 6 shows the resulting mean value of the median equivalent diameter dmedian and the strut
thickness stmean. Obviously, foaming 5 ◦C tempered suspensions results in much smaller pores than
foaming 40 ◦C tempered suspensions. Therefore, we assess the initial temperature at the beginning
of the Freeze Foaming as a crucial influencing factor for the mean value dmedian. In addition, 40 ◦C
foamed samples show a higher standard deviation, which correlates with a lower reproducibility
tendency (see Table 2). With regard to the strut thickness, there are only minor differences between the
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two foams compared to the differences in pore size. The thinner struts of 5 ◦C foams (215 vs. 269 µm)
correlate with the higher porosity value (see Tables 4 and 5).

3.2.3. Direction-Dependent Foam Cell Volume Analyses

Figures 10 and 11 show the graphical analyses of 5 and 40 ◦C foamed suspensions. The variation in
progression shows heterogeneity in both sets of Freeze Foams (four cellular structures each). The slice
images show individual foam morphologies at particular foam height z in the foaming direction
and perpendicular to the foaming direction. Small pores correspond to blue, large pores to red.
The averaged foam cell volume is based on three-dimensional calculation, as detailed in Section 2.
Figure 10 showcases the specific Freeze Foam “5 ◦C_1” and Figure 11 the Freeze Foam “40 ◦C_3”. In the
foaming direction (analyzed from bottom to top), 5 ◦C foamed structures show a certain variability
of foam cell volume Vfc and, therefore, inhomogeneity. It is obvious that the bottom section features
larger foam cells (around z = 2–5) than the top (around z = 10–14) (Figure 10A). We suggest two reasons:
one is the faster drying at the top compared to the bottom and the second is faster freezing at the top
compared to the bottom. In both cases the semi-liquid suspension inhibits bubble growth by drying
out and/or freezing. Perpendicular to the foaming (Figure 10B), one side mainly features large foam
cells, suggesting border effects, probably due to the high viscosity of the 5 ◦C tempered suspensions
resulting in air pockets during the filling procedure.
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direction analyses; (B) perpendicular to foaming direction.

Observing the 40 ◦C foamed structures (Figure 11A), similar to the 5 ◦C foams, a majority of
large pores becomes obvious within the bottom section of the selected Freeze Foams in the direction
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of foaming (Figure 11A). Perpendicular to the foaming direction large pores are mainly found in the
center of selected Freeze Foams (Figure 11B).

By determining the location-dependent foam cell’s volume Vfc(z) in the corresponding foaming
plane we were able to calculate Vfca, the specific arithmetic Freeze Foam cell’s average value
(Equation (4); Figure 4). A high Vfca corresponds to a large variability in foam cell volume—a
heterogeneous foam structure; a low Vfca corresponds to a more homogeneous pore morphology.

Tables 7 and 8 summarize the calculated values for Freeze Foams foamed at 5 ◦C and 40 ◦C,
respectively. By comparing the average Vfca in both analysis directions and in accordance with
Figures 7 and 8, we observe that 5 ◦C foams result in much more homogeneous structures than
40 ◦C foams. Furthermore, in accordance with Figure 10A,B, 5 ◦C foamed Freeze Foams are more
homogeneous in the direction of the foaming than perpendicular to it (Table 7, Vfca_average = 0.19 vs.
0.37). However, these findings need to be regarded critically because the SD constitutes approximately
50% of the mean value. This deviation is likely the result of the filling procedure, which causes
boundary effects (as stated before) and is not due to the process itself.

Table 7. Arithmetic foam cell’s volume of Freeze Foams foamed at 5 ◦C.

Vfca
Sample 5 ◦C_1 5 ◦C_2 5 ◦C_3 5 ◦C_4 Vfca_average SDVfca

Analyses direction Foaming direction 0.28 0.24 0.13 0.10 0.19 0.09
Perpendicular to foaming direction 0.73 0.37 0.31 0.08 0.37 0.27

Table 8. Arithmetic foam cell’s volume of Freeze Foams foamed at 40 ◦C.

Vfca
Sample 40 ◦C_1 40 ◦C_2 40 ◦C_3 40 ◦C_4 Vfca_average SDVfca

Analyses direction Foaming direction 1.17 2.57 4.55 1.95 2.56 1.44
Perpendicular to foaming direction 1.48 1.38 3.01 1.56 1.86 0.77

In contrast to 5 ◦C foamed structures, 40 ◦C Freeze Foams are less homogeneous when considered
in the direction of foaming (Table 8, Vfca_average = 2.56 vs. 1.86). The abovementioned tendency of
faster drying out and freezing at the top section of foams is more prominent because of an increased
water vapor partial pressure leading to increased water evaporation. Lower viscosity results in less
disturbing boundary effects (air pockets due to filling).

We assess the new findings, i.e., 5 ◦C Freeze Foams being more homogeneous than 40 ◦C Freeze
Foams, as adequately proven by our CT evaluations.

3.3. Microstructure Analyses of Obtained Freeze Foams

For evaluating the micropores of obtained HAp Freeze Foams, SEM analyses were conducted.
Figures 12 and 13 display the fracture analyses and ion-polished microstructure analyses, respectively,
of the cellular structures foamed at 5 ◦C.

With regard to Figure 12, a mix of different pore sizes (100–600 µm) can be observed. The Freeze
Foam’s struts are filled and highly microporous. The side view shows the foam cell’s orientation in the
direction of the foaming (bottom to top). Also, the cell walls feature microporosity. These small pores
reflect the cryogenic texture, which is the residue of sublimated ice crystals (process induced as stated
in Section 1).

The microstructural images in Figure 13 also present a mix of different pore sizes. These lie
between 100 and 2000 µm and vary between spherical and elongated shape. Due to the low suspension
temperature, foam destabilizing effects like Ostwald ripening, coalescence or drainage were kept to a
minimum, although some pores already show a beginning coalescence. The microporous struts exhibit
some denser regions. Possible reasons may be: inhomogeneous distribution of water in cell walls or
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(visualizing a 3D volumetric view), existing neighboring struts where parts are denser, and neighboring
cells where struts are more porous.

Figures 14 and 15 display the fracture analyses and ion-polished microstructure analyses,
respectively, of the cellular structures foamed at 40 ◦C. In contrast to the images above, the Freeze
Foam is highly heterogeneous in structure. Large voids rather than well-shaped pores are connected
by thick and microporous filled struts. Again, cryogenic texture along the cell walls can be observed.
The microstructural images (Figure 15) only show a few small pores in the region of 200 µm.
The majority are large voids or irregular shaped pores. Like the Freeze Foams obtained from a
5 ◦C tempered suspension, the 40 ◦C foamed Freeze Foam’s microporous struts also show denser and
more porous regions, likely being subject to the same occurrences mentioned above.Ceramics 2018, 1, x FOR PEER REVIEW  15 of 20 
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4. Conclusions and Outlook

We succeeded in manufacturing reproducible Freeze Foams (by geometrical porosity) that appear
stable when foamed with 5 and 40 ◦C tempered suspensions. CT-derived quantitative analyses of
the pore morphology as well as SEM images show that pore size, shape and distribution are not
reproducible and vary significantly at this stage. Proven by the newly introduced specific arithmetic
Freeze Foam cell’s average parameter Vfca, this especially applies with regard to cellular Freeze Foams
foamed at 40 ◦C. Nevertheless, the presented findings strongly indicate that the foaming of 5 ◦C
tempered suspensions might lead to homogeneous pore morphology. One of the main findings of
the first period was that Freeze Foam’s pores are becoming larger and more irregular the faster the
pressure reduction rate [9]. Therefore, with regard to the aim of achieving a homogeneous pore
structure, we now identify the temperature and the pressure reduction rate as significant process
parameters that have to be controlled. In follow-up research we will combine these factors and evaluate
their effect on the foam’s structure.

We also identified specific main regions of foaming activity by calculating the foaming degree
and rate. Follow-up research will deal with targeted foaming control by deliberately adding pressure
holds within these regions.

Mold-related issues (geometry, material) and the filling procedure (the possibility of enclosed
air in the suspension) will be further points of interest since they have an effect on the pore structure
of obtained Freeze Foams and have to be minimized. In that regard, so far we cannot transfer the
exact findings/principles of this contribution to the manufacturing of larger structures. However,
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considering and systematically combining all of these found adjusting screws, we are getting closer to
reproducible and homogeneous pore morphologies manufactured via Freeze Foaming.

As stated in Section 1, this contribution mainly reports on green-state Freeze Foams. This is
useful and necessary in terms of evaluating how suspension and foaming process affect the resulting
pore structure. Sintered foams, though, will play a role in applications and, therefore, are subject to
subsequent analyses and comparison to their green-state condition.
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